In two wheels Honda has become iconic.
Honda’s dreams have changed the world.
From the very beginning the world of motorcycles became our heartland.
Our creations are the result of innovative minds and incredible engineering
technology. They have led Honda to become the largest manufacturer of
motorcycles in the world, developing unrivalled pleasure for our customers
and surpassing all expectations in two-wheels. Take a moment to look
forward through our formative years to the present day.

Our founder, Soichiro Honda, was an engineer, a racer and a businessman.
But most of all he was a dreamer. He realised how much easier it would
be if an engine was mounted to a bicycle. This developed into the Type A.
It was the first step to what would become the Honda Motor Company Ltd.
The company was established in 1948 from a dream to build an entire
motorcycle of his own design. Only a year later the dream was realised
and the Dream D-type, Honda’s very own motorcycle was born.

Engine Air-cooled 2-stroke Single Rotary Valve Displacement 98 cm3
Max Power 2.5 kW / 4,500 rpm Transmission 2-speed

Dream D-Type

1949

The Dream D-Type of 1949 represents many firsts. The first Japanese motorcycle
to be entirely the product of one manufacturer. It was the first chain driven Honda
and powered by a two-stroke engine via a two-speed transmission.

Engine Air-cooled 2-stroke Single Rotary Valve Displacement 98 cm3
Max Power 2.5 kW / 4,500 rpm Transmission 2-speed

Dream D-Type

1950

Featuring a pressed-steel frame with telescopic fork front suspension, the Dream
D-type was the first of many to carry the Dream name. It symbolised the company’s
philosophy of converting fanciful ideas into reality through adventurous engineering.

Engine Air-cooled 4-stroke Single OHV Displacement 146 cm3
Max Power 3.97 kW / 5,000 rpm Transmission 2-speed

Dream E

1951

Honda’s first motorcycle powered by a 4-stroke OHV engine.
During development, it proved its reliability and durability by
crossing the steep Hakone mountains in the rain.

Engine Air-cooled 2-stroke Single Rotary Valve Displacement 50 cm3
Max Power 0.74 kW / 3,600 rpm Transmission Wet clutch

Type-F Cub

1952

Called the Cub to suggest friskiness and freedom, Honda’s improved
F-type cycle attachment was much more rider-friendly than the old A,
and enjoyed instant success.

Engine Air-cooled 4-stroke Single OHV Displacement 90 cm³
Max Power 2.83 kW / 6,500 rpm Transmission 3-speed

Model J Benly

1953

In addition to increased power, it had a Dream-type pressed-backbone
frame and an Earle-type fork originally designed for racing at the Isle of Man.
Ride comfort was excellent.

Engine Forced air-cooled 4-stroke Single OHV Displacement 189 cm³
Max Power 4.71 kW / 4,800 rpm Transmission 3-speed

Juno K

1954

Honda’s first scooter, it featured new technologies and materials such as
a 4-stroke E-type engine equipped with an electric starter, a fixed windscreen
and fibreglass-reinforced plastic (FRP) body parts.

Engine Air-cooled 4-stroke Single OHC Displacement 246 cm³
Max Power 7.65 kW / 5,000 rpm Transmission 4-speed

250SA Dream

1955

The Dream SA used the latest technology to meet demands for a larger
chassis and more power. This revolutionary model mounted Honda’s first
OHC single-cylinder engine in a pressed backbone frame.

Engine Air-cooled 4-stroke Single OHV Displacement 125 cm³
Max Power 5.07 kW / 6,500 rpm Transmission 3-speed

JC57 Benly

1956

This is the third generation of the Benly J model. In addition to increased power,
it had a Dream-type pressed-backbone frame and an Earle-type fork originally
designed for racing at the Isle of Man. Ride comfort was excellent.

Engine Air-cooled 4-stroke Twin OHC Displacement 247 cm³
Max Power 13.02 kW / 7,400 rpm Transmission 3-speed

C70 Dream

1957

Honda’s first twin-cylinder OHC model.
Nicknamed the 'shrine style' for its squarish overall design,
the C70 had a distinctly Japanese originality.

Engine Air-cooled 4-stroke Single OHV Displacement 49 cm³
Max Power 3.16 kW / 9,500 rpm Transmission 3-speed

C100 Super Cub

1958

The world’s biggest seller. Outselling every other powered transport
vehicle ever made. A sturdy machine for daily use appealing to all ages
and sexes with its 'step-through' format.

Engine Air-cooled 4-stroke Twin OHC Displacement 124 cm³
Max Power 8.46 kW / 9,500 rpm Transmission 4-speed

CB92 Benly Super Sport

1959

The first sports model to bear the CB name. Equipped with an electric starter,
almost unheard of on a motorcycle. This high-performance version of the C92
participated in the 2nd All-Japan Motorcycle Clubman Race held at Mt. Asama.

Engine Air-cooled 4-stroke Single OHV Displacement 49 cm3
Max Power 3.16 kW / 9,500 rpm Transmission 3-speed

C102 Super Cub

1960

Just two years after the popular C100 along came came this enhanced version
of the Super Cub 100. It introduced an electric starter to the already popular
'step-through' scooter broadening its appeal to a vast new market even more.

Engine Air-cooled 4-stroke Twin OHC Displacement 247 cm³
Max Power 17.65 kW / 9,000 rpm Transmission 4-speed

CB72

1961

A genuine motor sports model, the CB72 was optionally equipped with a full
assortment of race kit parts. With its compact all-tubular chassis, telescopic fork
front suspension, excellent brakes and free-revving engine.

Engine Air-cooled 4-stroke Flat-twin OHV Displacement 169 cm³
Max Power 8.83 kW / 7,600 rpm Transmission HRD Automatic

M85 Juno

1962

Honda’s second scooter, the M85 was loaded with advanced
technology such as a Flat-twin engine, hydraulic steples transmission
and a monocoque frame, all in a slim and elegant design.

Engine Air-cooled 4-stroke Single OHV Displacement 49 cm³
Max Power 3.16 kW / 9,500 rpm Transmission 3-speed

CZ100 Monkey

1963

Not much bigger than a tricycle but equipped with a sporty 49 cm3 engine shared with
the Honda Cub, the CZ100 looks more like a toy than a motorcycle. The compactness
and fresh appearance of the Monkey scored high with people of all ages.

Engine Air-cooled 4-stroke Twin OHC Displacement 125 cm³
Max Power 11.03 kW / 10,500 rpm Transmission 4-speed

CB125 Benly

1964

This OHC twin-cylinder sports bike featured a steel-tube frame and
technology taken from Honda’s world GP racers. It delivered class-leading
performance at the time.

Engine Air-cooled 4-stroke Parallel-twin DOHC Displacement 444 cm³
Max Power 31.63 kW / 8,500 rpm Transmission 4-speed

Dream CB450

1965

Featuring an unusual type of valve spring, not coiled but in the form of a torsion bar,
activated by being twisted along its length. Advanced specifications and 100mph
capability, the Black Bomber, as it was nicknamed, proved a manageable machine.

Engine Air-cooled 4-stroke Single OHC Displacement 49 cm³
Max Power 0.88 kW / 4,200 rpm Transmission Variable

P25

1966

Created to appeal to women riders with its light, economical 'step-through' frame and
overhead camshaft unit neatly built into the wheel. Front suspension and generous
luggage capacity making getting around town much easier and more fuel-efficient.

Engine Air-cooled 4-stroke Single OHC Displacement 49 cm³
Max Power 1.84 kW / 6,000 rpm Transmission 3-speed

Z50M Monkey

1967

Changed to OHC valve operation and designed to fit inside
a car trunk, the Z50M featured folding handlebars and seat.
It was marketed as a recreational bike.

Engine Air-cooled 4-stroke Single OHC Displacement 49 cm3
Max Power 3.31 kW / 9,000rpm Transmission 3-speed

Dax ST50

1968

Resembling the Dachshund dog, this was the second machine in this animal-named
model series. The front end separated from the chassis to facilitate storage in a car
trunk, giving this leisure bike a combination of fashionable looks and practicality.

Engine Air-cooled 4-stroke Inline-4 OHC Displacement 736 cm³
Max Power 49.28 kW / 8,000 rpm Transmission 5-speed

CB750 Dream Four

1969

The world’s first mass-produced Super Sports model with a 4-cylinder
OHC engine, the CB750 Dream Four ushered in the multi-cylinder big-bike
era and popularized Japanese motorcycles world-wide.

Engine Air-cooled 4-stroke Single OHC Displacement 72 cm3
Max Power 3.6 kW / 5,000 rpm Transmission 4-speed

1970
CL70 Benly

The CL series of bikes were actually street bikes with a higher rear fender, a braced
handlebar, and a high-mount exhaustroke The CL designation indicated this model to
be the 'Scrambler' version which implied some off-road capability.

Engine Air-cooled 4-stroke Inline 4-cylinder SOHC Displacement 498 cm3
Max Power 35.3 kW / 9,000rpm Transmission 5-speed

CB500 Dream Four

1971

Immediately impressive with its smoothness, comfort and reliability, the CB500
proved capable of brisk touring, even two-up. The reasonably priced CB500 filled
the bill admirably for many sporting riders of the early 1970s.

Engine Air-cooled 2-stroke Single Piston Valve Displacement 248 cm³
Max Power 24.27 kW / 7,500 rpm Transmission 5-speed

MT250 Elsinore

1972

Honda’s first off-road model with a 2-stroke engine, the CR250M was a 248 cm³
production motocross machine, with an aluminium tank and other lightweight parts,
making it as light as a works machine.

Engine Air-cooled 4-stroke Single OHC Displacement 122 cm³
Max Power 5.88 kW / 8,000 rpm Transmission 5-speed

TL125 Bials

1973

Japan’s first trials bike, introduced to promote the relatively unknown
genre of motorcycle trials. Unlike the 2-stroke machines popular in Europe,
this bike was based on the SL125 4-stroke engine.

Engine Water-cooled 4-stroke Flat-4 OHC Displacement 999 cm³
Max Power 58.84 kW / 7,500 rpm Transmission 5-speed

GL1000 Gold Wing

1974

Powered by a 999 cm3 liquid-cooled, horizontally opposed four-cylinder engine,
the GL1000 revolutionised motorcycle touring. Spoked aluminium rims were
standard, as was the black exhaust system, with chrome heat shield and tailpipes.

Engine Air-cooled 4-stroke Inline-4 DOHC 4-valve Displacement 748 cm³
Max Power 50.01 kW / 9,000 rpm Transmission 5-speed

CB750 Dream Four

1975

This 748 cm3 super sports motorcycle featured clean, flowing lines.
Its high-performance DOHC 4-valve 4-cylinder engine and jet-fighter
styled cockpit reignited CB popularity.

Engine Air-cooled 2-stroke Single Displacement 49 cm³
Max Power 1.62 kW / 5,500 rpm Transmission Variable

NC50 Roadpal

1976

A new design for women, this model featured 14-inch tyres, low seat
position, and a new starting system. It offered all the convenience of
a motorbike, coupled with the simplicity of a bicycle.

Engine Liquid-cooled 4-stroke 80° V-twin OHV 4-valve Displacement 496 cm3
Max Power 35.3 kW / 9,000 rpm Transmission 5-speed

Wing GL500

1977

This high-quality American-style cruiser was powered by a transverse V-twin
engine and incorporated a shaft drive. It set the scene for the future development
of two-wheeled vehicles required to travel long distances carrying heavy loads.

Engine Air-cooled 4-stroke Single OHC Displacement 49 cm³
Max Power 1.91 kW / 7,000 rpm Transmission 4-speed

Z50J-III Gorilla

1978

This model was marketed with a bit of humour as one of the 'Monkey Brothers Duo'
and offered such features as a large fuel tank, 4-speed transmission, and manual
clutch, all designed to expand the bike’s leisure possibilities.

Engine Air-cooled 2-stroke Single Piston Reed Valve Displacement 49 cm³
Max Power 5.15 kW / 9,000 rpm Transmission 5-speed

MB50

1979

Honda’s first 50 cc 2-stroke sports bike. It was the world’s first 2-stroke to feature
a single balancer. The low vibration engine featured a class-leading output of 5 kW
and was mounted in a unique X-backbone frame.

Engine Air-cooled single cylinder 4-stroke Displacement 48 cm3
Max Power 1.25 kW / 5,000 rpm Transmission 4-speed

XL50S

1980

Enduro on a small scale – that was the XL50S. A bike designed to appeal to young
enduro riders and give them the opportunity to enjoy soaking up the rough terrain
with the XL50’s 90mm travel telescopic fork.

Engine Turbo-charged liquid-cooled 4-stroke 80° V-twin SOHC
Displacement 498 cm3 Max Power 60.31 kW / 8,000 rpm
Transmission 5-speed

CX500 Turbo

1981

Honda stunned the motorcycle world in 1982 with one of the least likely bikes ever
to be put into production. The turbo-charged V-twin was large, heavy, complex and
expensive. Regarded as more of a corporate statement than a serious superbike.

Engine Liquid-cooled 4-stroke 90° V4 DOHC Displacement 748 cm3
Max Power 60.31 kW / 9,500 rpm Transmission 5-speed

VF750S

1982

The V4 format first appeared on the ground-breaking VF750S. It blended
the power and smoothness of a 'four', with the churning torque of a big 'V'
which many riders found alluring.

Engine Liquid-cooled 4-stroke 80° V-twin SOHC Displacement 673 cm3
Max Power 56.63 kW / 9,500 rpm Transmission 5-speed

CX650 Custom

1983

The CX is pure Honda engineering. Who else would build a water-cooled transverse
V-twin, then close up the V-angle to 80 degrees, and skew the cylinder heads
around to tuck in the carbs and keep the engine out of the rider’s way?

Engine Liquid-cooled 4-stroke 90° V-twin DOHC Displacement 248 cm3
Max Power 25.74 kW / 11,000 rpm Transmission 6-speed

VT250Z

1984

This road sports model was the first in its class to use a liquid-cooled 90° V-twin
engine. This model was characterised by its lightweight design, 16-inch wheel and
inboard front disc brake.

Engine Liquid cooled, 90° V3 2-stroke Displacement 387 cm3
Max Power 52.96 kW @ 9,500 rpm Transmission 6-speed

NS400R

1985

A fast, very light road-going replica of the machine ridden by Freddie Spencer,
the youngest 500 cc World Champion ever. The NS400 is a three cylinder
2-stroke of an unusual V3 configuration and first aluminium-framed roadster.

Engine Liquid-cooled 2-stroke 90° V-twin Case Reed Valve Displacement 249 cm³
Max Power 33.1 kW / 9,500 rpm Transmission 6-speed

NSR250R

1986

Featured a newly developed, liquid-cooled, 250 cm³ 2-stroke engine mounted
in an aluminium twin-spar frame. The NSR250R established the golden age
of racer replicas.

Engine Liquid-cooled 4-stroke 52° V-twin OHC 3-valve Displacement 583 cm³
Max Power 38.25 kW / 8,000 rpm Transmission 5-speed

XL600V Transalp

1987

The Transalp featured a fuel efficient V-twin engine with a phased crank for low
vibration mounted in a rigid, box-section tube frame. From rally raid to high speed
touring, this revolutionary bike opened a new era for dual-purpose machines.

Engine Liquid-cooled 4-stroke 90° V4 DOHC 4-valve Displacement 748 cm3
Max Power 52.96 kW / 9,500 rpm Transmission 5-speed

VFR750F

1988

Inheriting the concept of the NR500 GP racer, this model featured a
90° V engine and other innovative technology. It became the base for
subsequent racers on circuits.

Engine Liquid-cooled 4-stroke V-twin OHC 3-valve Displacement 800 cm³
Max Power 41.19 kW / 6,500 rpm Transmission 5-speed

PC800 Pacific Coast

1989

This full-sized touring machine was powered by a liquid-cooled V-twin engine
and featured fully enclosed bodywork for high aerodynamic efficiency. The rear
trunk had space for two helmets.

Engine Water-cooled longitudinal 90° V4 Displacement 1085 cm³
Max Power 74.29 kW / 7,500 rpm Transmission 5-speed shaft drive

ST1100 Pan-European

1990

The ST1100 (ST from Sport Touring) was optimised for long-distance touring with
a low maintenance shaft drive, a unique longitudinal V4 engine layout and optional
antilock brakes and traction control.

Engine 4-cylinder 4-stroke Displacement 249 cm3
Max Power 29.8 kW / 14,000 rpm Transmission 6-speed

JADE

1991

An upright style version of the Honda CBR250, the lightweight sportbike
CB250 Jade was the predecessor of the CB250 Hornet. Red-lining at 14,000 rpm,
it produced 29.8 kW and had a 0-100 speed of between 5 and 6 seconds.

Engine Water-cooled 4-stroke 90° V4 DOHC Displacement 747 cm3
Max Power 95.62 kW / 14,000 rpm Transmission 6-speed

NR

1992

Around 300 street versions of the 747 cm3 NR (standing for New Racing)
were produced with a 90-degree V angle and an unusual oval piston.
The bike became the most expensive production bike at the time.

Engine Liquid-cooled 4-stroke 4-valve DOHC inline-4 Displacement 893 cm³
Max Power 91.2 kW / 10,500 min-¹ Transmission 6-speed

CBR900RR Fireblade

1993

The debut of the history-making CBR900RR Fireblade completely rewrote the
book of Super Sports motorcycle design. Based on its 'Less Is More' concept,
the Fireblade achieved a remarkably compact and lightweight configuration.

Engine Water-cooled 4-stroke V4 DOHC Displacement 749 cm3
Max Power 88.26 kW / 12,000 rpm Transmission 6-speed

RVF750/RC45

1994

The electronically fuel-injected RC45 stands out for its sheer sophistication and
quality, not forgetting its World Superbike winning performance. A sensational
package of V4 potency and state-of-the-art chassis technology.

Engine Liquid-cooled V-twin OHC 3-valve Displacement 398 cm3
Max Power 24.27 kW / 7,500 rpm Transmission 5-speed

VRX Roadster

1995

A comfortable and relaxing American style custom with an liquid-cooled V-twin
at its heart. In the midrange, deliberately engineered pulses develop regular and
smooth power all the way to 7,500 rpm.

Engine Liquid-cooled 4-stroke 16-valve DOHC inline-4 Displacement 1,137 cm3
Max Power 112 kW / 9,500 min-1 Transmission 6-speed

CBR1100XX Super Blackbird

1996

The supreme Super Sport flagship - a remarkable, ultra-high-performance machine
that brought together many of Honda’s most innovative technologies in a sleek, fully
featured powerhouse that projects the unmistakable image of speed and performance.

Engine Water-cooled 90° V-twin 4-stroke Displacement 996 cm3
Max Power 82 kW / 9,000 rpm Transmission 6-speed

VTR1000F FireStorm

1997

Style, flair and an impressive blend of power and technology, including a unique
'pivotless' dual-spar aluminium frame. The FireStorm delivered a dynamic
combination of sport riding excitement, eye-opening acceleration and comfort.

Engine Liquid-cooled 4-stroke 16-valve DOHC inline-4 Displacement 599 cm3
Max Power 70.61 kW / 12,000 rpm Transmission 6-speed

CB600F Hornet

1998

The bike that started motorcycling’s 'streetfighter' phenomenon. Its aggressive
looks were coupled with a tweaked CBR600F motor optimised for low to mid-range
torque making it a real fun ride both around town and on winding roads.

Engine Liquid-cooled 4-stroke 16-valve DOHC inline-4 Displacement 1,137 cm3
Max Power 100.03 kW / 9,000 rpm Transmission 5-speed

X-11

1999

Not for the faint of heart, the X-11 stands out as a commanding Performance Naked
masterpiece. Its look is poised and purposeful, ready to deliver big-time excitement
in a remarkably easy-to-handle package of performance.

Engine Liquid-cooled 4-stroke V-twin DOHC 4-valve Displacement 999 cm³
Max Power 100 kW / 9,500 rpm Transmission 6-speed

VTR1000 SP-1

2000

This DOHC 999 cm³ V-twin was developed to compete in World Superbike
racing (WSB). On its debut at the Suzuka 8-Hour endurance race,
the VTR1000 was victorious, posting the fourth consecutive win for Honda.

Engine Liquid-cooled 4-stroke 8-valve DOHC parallel twin Displacement 582 cm3
Max. Power 36 kW / 7,500 min-¹ Transmission V-Matic belt drive

Silver Wing

2001

This full-sized, highly aerodynamic, mid-displacement scooter provided the powerful
performance of a 582 cm3 engine coupled with the spacious proportions to allow two
to ride and even tour in long-lasting comfort.

Engine Liquid-cooled 4-stroke DOHC inline-4 Displacement 954 cm3
Max Power 114.84 kW / 10,500 rpm Transmission 6-speed, constant mesh

CBR900RR Fireblade

2002

This sixth incarnation of the Fireblade delivered a boost in capacity, a reduction in
weight and improved handling. Refined to be more aggressive, its angular styling
and slimmer seat cowling giving both a racier and lighter appearance.

Engine Liquid-cooled 4-stroke 16-valve DOHC inline-4 Displacement 599 cm3
Max Power 86 kW / 13,000 min-1 Transmission 6-speed

CBR600RR

2003

Infused with technological advances from race track research, the CBR600RR owed
its existence to Honda’s racing masterpiece, the RC211V, with single-minded intent
to restore the 'CBR' name as the benchmark of the middleweight Super Sport class.

Engine Liquid-cooled 4-stroke 16-valve DOHC inline-4 Displacement 998 cm3
Max Power 126.4 kW / 11,250 rpm Transmission 6-speed

CBR1000RR Fireblade

2004

A radical new Fireblade - stronger performance, leading-edge technology, striking
design, ultimate control and cleaner all-round performance than its competitors.
All held together by Honda’s Racing DNA.

Engine Liquid-cooled 4-stroke 12-valve SOHC flat-6 Displacement 1,832 cm3
Max Power 87 kW / 5,500 min-1 Transmission 5 speed including reverse

GL1800 Gold Wing

2005

The incomparable Gold Wing with a blend of smoothly impressive performance,
extensive high tech features and carrying capability, celebrated 30 years as the
world’s first-class ticket to relaxed, luxurious and comfortable motorcycle touring.

Engine Liquid-cooled 4-stroke 8-valve SOHC 52° V-twin Displacement 680 cm3
Max Power 43.3 kW / 8,000 min-1 Transmission 5-speed

NT700V Deauville

2006

Expanded carrying capacity, stronger performance and snappy lightweight handling
achieved a further evolution of the Deauville’s proven 'Multi-Use' concept. The robustly
engineered, sleekly proportioned urban commuter offers something for everyone.

Engine Liquid-cooled 4-stroke 16-valve DOHC inline-4 Displacement 599 cm3
Max Power 75 kW / 12,000 min-1 Transmission 6-speed

CB600F Hornet

2007

Lean, mean and poised. The startling new CB600F Hornet stood the mid-displacement
Performance Naked class on its head with riveting new looks, blistering performance of
a totally new engine and chassis, and thrilling streetfighter riding enjoyment.

Engine Liquid-cooled 4-stroke 52° V-twin SOHC 8-valve Displacement 680 cm³
Max Power 45 kW / 7,500 min-¹ Transmission HFT

DN-01

2008

Radical new styling that grabs attention from every angle. Form-fitting comfort
that invites one to both sit on and to ride. Smooth response to every rider input,
reacting with exhilarating performance at every twist of its throttle, and… no clutch!

Engine Liquid-cooled 4-stroke 16-valve DOHC inline-4 Displacement 999.8 cm3
Max Power 130.7 kW / 12,000 min-1 Transmission 6-speed

CBR1000RR Fireblade

2009

The CBR1000RR Fireblade is the epitome of Super Sports development, with a
compact, powerful engine and revolutionary technology including the option of the
first ever electronically-controlled Combined-ABS specifically for Super Sports bikes.

Our founder, Soichiro Honda had a passion to always strive to achieve
one’s dreams. This has become a key principle of the company. It challenges
us to cherish a dream and to continually fight to achieve it. Today we carry
our founder’s name and the power of dreams with conviction. Honda enjoys
universal customer appeal. We have an enviable range of motorcycles and
scooters, satisfying every rider’s needs and style. Models designed to suit
the individual, so they too can realise their dreams.

While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the facts and data
contained within this publication, Honda cannot accept responsibility for any
possible errors or oversights that may have occurred, or their consequences.

In two wheels Honda has become iconic.
Honda’s dreams have changed the world.
Honda has an eye on the future and a passion to realise our dreams
whilst continuing to recognise what we have achieved in previous years.
One thing remains clear, whatever new technologies were developed and
whatever possibilities became realities, Honda has always led the way.
Take a moment to look back through many of our historic Honda models
that formed part of our success over the decades.

